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Boat Rocker brings great stories to 
life through global relationships, brand 
management, creative packaging, and 
financial support. Personal relationships 
with broadcasters and digital platforms 
allow us to leverage intellectual property 
for both original in-house brands and 
third-party acquisitions. Boat Rocker 
is built to be a leader in multi-channel 
sales, partnership, and brand franchise 
management in an ever-changing media 
landscape.
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DINO RANCH
Dino Ranch follows the action packed 
adventures of the Cassidy family as they 
tackle life in a fantastical, “pre- westoric” 
setting where dinosaurs still roam.

As the young ranchers Jon, Min and Miguel 
learn the ropes alongside their dinosaur 
best friends, they discover the exciting  
adventure involved in ranch life, and tending 
to the dinosaur sanctuary whilst  navigating  
their ultimate playground - the great 
outdoors. 

Duration
S1: 52 x 11’
S2: 52 x 11’ 
S3: 52 x 11’  NEW

Produced by
Industrial Brothers, Boat Rocker 

Commissioned by
CBC Kids, Disney Jr.



TRULLI TALES

Trulli Tales is a children’s animated series that tells the adventures of four young gifted Trulliland kids 
who attend cookery classes at the famous school of magic and cooking in Trulliland. However, before 
they can become great Wizard Chefs, Ring, Zip, Stella and Sun must first learn to use their cookery 
skills as well as their magic powers. The magic recipes can be found in a very special book – Trulli 
Grandma’s magic cookbook – which is in danger of disappearing forever, along with its powerful 
recipes, thanks to the scheming Copperpot. 

In each episode, our young friends Ring, Sun, Zip, and Stella will grapple with the everyday problems 
of children their age, but in a special setting, where magic wands are cooking utensils, recipes reveal 
feelings, and a drop of magic oil can bring a talking book to life.

Duration
S1: 52 x 11’ including 1 x 23’ special
S2: 52 x 11’

Produced by
Congedo, Fandango

Commissioned by
RAI Yoyo
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Welcome to the wild and whimsical world of The Bigfoots, a fun 
family adventure that combines prehistoric charm with modern-
day magic! Meet the Bigfoot Family, the last surviving dinosaurs of 
their era, as they navigate the chaos of their floating island home 
in the vast, uncharted sea.

The Bigfoot Family consists of Papatuk, the lovable yet cowardly 
father, Mammamia, the genius inventor who’s always concocting 
creative solutions. Popooh, the energetic troublemaker brother. 
Pippoo, the incredibly strong baby girl who proves that size 
doesn’t matter. Granny, the forgetful grandmother who keeps 
everyone on their toes. Oldfoot, the great storyteller grandfather 
who regales the family with tales of their prehistoric past. And 
then there’s UncleRock, the music buff who adds a groovy twist 
to their adventures.

But it’s not just the Bigfoot Family that makes this island unique; it is 
home to a magical volcano that takes them on fantastical journeys. 
From visiting the tiny ant village to exploring an alligator-infested 
island, this family’s escapades know no bounds. Whether they find 
themselves trapped in the belly of a giant whale or face off against 
quirky creatures, the Bigfoot Family always manages to find a way 
back to their cozy island. Along the way, they learn lessons about 
family, friendship, and the value of adventure.

Commissioned by
EBS

Produced by
Campfire Aniworks

Duration
S1 : 26 x 11’ NEW
S2 : 26 x 11’ (In Production)
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THE BIGFOOTS



Paddington may be the most famous of Michael Bond’s creations 
but the accident-prone bear wasn’t his favorite character! Michael 
kept guinea pigs his whole life. He loved how they chatter away to 
whoever will listen, telling stories about who knows what! And that’s 
why he created Olga da Polga – ‘a guinea pig who’s going places!’ 

In Michael Bond’s hands Olga is a loveable and highly imaginative 
guinea pig. She lives with the Sawdust Family and a collection 
of backyard animal friends. At the mere drop of a hat she’ll spin 
one of her outlandish yarns! And don’t imagine she’s going to let 
a limited grasp of the facts or big new words get in the way of 
a good story. As long as she can put a guinea pig centre-stage, 
Olga will be happy! 

With Noel the house cat as a playful antagonist alongside tortoise 
Graham and hedgehog Fangio as her devoted fan-club, Olga 
dreams up endless fantasies and schemes which generally have 
their sources in the rather more mundane world of being a family 
pet!

Duration 
S1: 13 x 11’ NEW
S2: 15 x 11’ NEW

Produced by 
Maramedia

OLGA DA POLGA
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DANIEL SPELLBOUND

In modern-day New York City, magic is real… it’s 

just hidden from the public by sleight of hand 

and misdirection. 

But Daniel Spellbound knows where to find it 

– as a tracker of magical ingredients he makes 

his living selling rare goods to sorcerers and 

wizards for their spells. But when he discovers a 

strange ingredient, Daniel catches the attention 

of dangerous alchemists and he suddenly must 

test his skills on an adventure around the globe, 

while the magical world hangs in the balance! 

Duration

S1: 10 x 30’

S2: 10 x 30’

Produced by

Industrial Brothers & Boat Rocker 

Commissioned by

Netflix
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Time to call Kingdom Force: the fastest, fittest and most heroic rescue crew 

you’ve ever seen!

A high-octane, 3D animated action show for kids 3-6, Kingdom Force follows 

the thrilling, fast-paced exploits of five mighty animal heroes as they serve 

and protect the citizens of five unique animal kingdoms. Led by the fearless 

wolf, Luka, this team has a carnivorous appetite for danger and thrills and 

there’s no operation they can’t pull off with the help of their giant rescue robot, 

Alpha-Mech. Whatever the problem, big or small, these heroes come together 

to work as one – Kingdom Force Unite!

Duration
52 x 11’

Produced by
Industrial Brothers & Boat Rocker 

Commissioned by
CBC Kids

KINGDOM FORCE
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BITZ & BOB

Duration
42 x 11’ + 1 x 22’ Special
44 x 4’

Produced by
CBeebies & Boat Rocker 

Commissioned by
CBeebies

Meet older sister, Bitz and younger brother, Bob two siblings 

who love making things and going on imaginative adventures 

with their toys.

Bitz is an inventor and engineer, who makes amazing creations 

with anything she can find and brings epic adventures to life 

through the power of her extraordinary imagination. When 

things go wrong, Bitz uses her ‘Engineer-o-vision’ to assess 

the situation and then come up with an awesome, inventive 

solution to save the day.
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A unique friendship between a little girl and an 

incredible robot called Boo.

REMY is an adventurous six-year-old girl with a 

unique best friend BOO, a big, squishy, pink robot. 

Fueled by Remy’s indomitable spirit and Boo’s 

can-do attitude, their days in Dolphin Bay are filled 

with new adventures both big and small powered by 

two incredible imaginations. Through heartwarming, 

humorous and inventive storytelling, our characters 

discover their place in the world and that there is no 

greater power, than the power of friendship.

Duration
52 x 11’

Produced by
Industrial Brothers & Boat Rocker 

Commissioned by 
Universal Kids

REMY & BOO
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THE STRANGE CHORES

The Strange Chores team of teenage monster hunters are back 
to give household chores a supernatural twist, turning ordinary 
life upside down and twisting the dullest parts of a kid’s life into 
a crazy tangle of monsters, magic and mayhem. Finally finding a 
balance between their ordinary lives and their secret afterschool 
adventures, season 3 sees Charlie, Pierce and Que ascend to the 
next level of their training as they are now called upon to do chores 
for the monsters themselves - each with their own insane, eerie and 
irreverent odd-jobs. From stealing a dragon’s tooth to delivering 
party invitations for Dracula, from hanging out with the son of Hades 
to work experience at the Ministry of Monster Hunters, from evicting 
a gang of mutant (but cool) Cockroaches to protecting Wolfman 
from the Little Pigs - the gang discover that monsters have the 
strangest chores of all. 

Duration
S1: 26 x 11’
S2: 26 x 11’
S3: 26 x 11’ NEW

Produced by
Ludo Studio & Media World Pictures

Commissioned by 
ABC Me12

As our misfit group face strange new 
challenges, every Monster chore forces 
them to confront their deepest fears and 
worst teenage insecurities. Friendships will 
be tested and their bonds will be pushed 
to the limit  as Charlie, Que and Pierce face 
the biggest adventure of all: growing up. 



LOVE MONSTER

Love Monster happens to be the ‘only monster’ 

amongst a sea of cute baby animals. Even though 

he is very different, he is universally loved and 

accepted by his fellow ‘Fluffytown’ residents. 

When they zig, he zags, and his self-awareness is 

what causes his little doubts. This can make for 

some comical missteps along the way, Love Monster 

discovers that when faced with a head vs. heart 

dilemma, in the end, his heart always knows what 

to do. Full of fun and adventure (and unicorns and 

sprinkles!)… Love Monster is guaranteed to leave 

your heart smiling.

Duration
S1: 54 x 7’
S2: 25 x 7’ + 1 x 11’ Special

Produced by
CBeebies, UYoung & Boat Rocker 

Commissioned by

CBeebies
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Badanamu Stories explore themes 

central to the lives of preschool 

children but in ways that inject whimsy, 

imagination, and wonder into the 

everyday. 

Through complete story engagement, 

young viewers soak up important social, 

emotional, and practical lessons.

Meet the Badanamu Cadets—a team 

of six spunky, creative, and intrepid 

heroes in-training! 

While studying under the ingenious 

Professor Pip and his team of Eccos, 

the Cadets learn everything they need 

to know to protect Badanamu from the 

forces of chaos.

BADANAMU CADETSBADANAMU STORIES
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Duration
52 x 12’

Produced by
KidsLoop

Commissioned by
EBS Kids

Duration
52 x 11’

Produced by
KidsLoop

Commissioned by
EBS Kids, Disney Korea, TV 
Chosun



Arts & Crafts (11 x 12’)
Let’s meet the characters from Badanamu! At the 
same time, you can learn color names and other 
Key-words.

ABC TV Series (26 x 5’)
Let’s have fun learning! This series will help young 
learners discover the joy of learning through a 
collection of compelling and engaging songs, 
activities and stories.

Meet The Nemie Series (32 x 1.5’)
Nemies are curious little creatures from Badanamu. 
They help us speak and read. Listen to their silly 
sounds and learn about what they look like.

Pop Songs (173 x 2.25’)
Badanamu songs is a collection of high-quality 
music videos that emotionally engages learners 
and introduces educational topics in a fun and 
exciting way.

Learning Songs (178 x 2 -2.5’)
Badanamu friends teach all the essential lessons 
that toddlers and preschoolers must know in the 
most exciting and whimsical way. From learning 
about your favourite animals and seasons to 
counting numbers, sing along with us and learning 
couldn’t be easier and fun!

Story Time (36 x 6.5’)
Welcome to our very special new series, Bada’s 
Story Time. Join Bada and friend to listen and read 
their stories.

BADANAMU COMPANION CONTENT
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DANGER MOUSE CLASSICDANGER MOUSE

Action and comedy collide in this hilarious animated adventure. As the 
world’s greatest secret agent, Danger Mouse’s mission is to protect the 
world and multiple parallel universes from the villainous and evil Baron 
Greenback. At his side is his ever faithful, but always fearful sidekick Penfold.

Together, our two best friends take on all manner of mind-blowing missions 
aided by old and new allies and adversaries and all manner of tech-defying 
gadgets. Combining high-energy, top-class storytelling with brilliant visuals, 
Danger Mouse is set to excite today’s tech savvy and humour hungry 6-11 
year-olds and adults alike!

Duration 96 x 11’ + 4 x 30’

Produced by CBBC, FremantleMedia & Boat Rocker

Commissioned by CBBC

Danger Mouse and his trusty sidekick Penfold have faced dastardly enemies 
and deadly missions for over three decades. They captivated audiences in 
the UK and overseas and have become one of the most popular animated 
characters ever to grace our television screens.

A comedy-driven masterpiece from renowned animation studio Cosgrove 
Hall, Danger Mouse continues to resonate 35+ years On.

Duration 161 episodes (various lengths)

Produced by Cosgrove Hall Productions Ltd.

Commissioned by ITV
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LEX & PLU 
SPACE TAXI DRIVERS

Lex & Plu Space Taxi Drivers takes viewers on a wild cosmic 
journey to the outer fringes of the Universe, where every new 
passenger means a new adventure for our unlikely group of 
friends. Meet Lex and Trish, a mischievous pair of fox siblings, 
Plu the raccoon, Greg the blue-footed booby, and the adorable 
little mushroom known as Crispy. Together, they operate a 
one-of-a-kind space taxi business, using their tricked-out car 
to navigate the far reaches of the galaxy.

Life on their remote asteroid may be far from glamorous, but 
the gang loves the thrill of the unknown. Unfortunately, their 
main competitors, a slick and stylish fleet of taxis run by a 
group of hip cats, always seem to snag the most glamorous 
fares from the bustling central regions of the Universe.

Duration
S1: 26 x 11’ NEW
S2: 26 x 11’ NEW

Produced by
Metra Films

Commissioned by 
CTC
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THE NEXT STEP
The Next Step follows the lives of a group 
of dancers at The Next Step Dance Studio 
as they attempt to win regional, national and 
international dance championships.

It’s not just about winning, though. It’s about 
working together, accepting everyone for 
who they are, and finding their footing as 
these  young dancers become young adults. 
The Next Step is a half-hour, single-camera 
‘Tween drama featuring an elite group of 
dancers whose personal lives and compet-
itive natures sometimes get in the way of 
becoming the great dance squad they could 
be. During the course of the series, each of our 
characters will learn that the only way they’re 
going to make it is to put their differences 
aside and find a way to work together.

Duration
S1- S8: 233 x 30’
S9: 22 x 30’ NEW

Produced by
Boat Rocker

Commissioned by
CBBC, Corus (YTV)
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MAX STEELMONSUNO

Gripping high-stake adventure, aspirational heroes and iconic monsters - 
Monsuno is the ultimate boys’ action animation following three kids as they 
battle forces of evil!

When scientist Jeredy Suno discovers a potent energy source, he believes 
it could be the solution to the planet’s energy crisis. What he unearths are 
Monsuno - huge creatures with vast powers at their disposal, which lie 
secretively dormant until they are awakened to chaotic release. But when 
Jeredy mysteriously disappears, it’s up to his son Chase and his guardian 
Monsuno, named Lock, to defeat the dark forces trying to weaponise the 
force of the Monsuno.

Duration 65 x 30’

Produced by Dentsu, Jakks Pacific, Fremantle Media & Topps

Commissioned by Nicktoons

Star of Mattel’s superhero brand with massive global presence, Max Steel is 
a high-octane, action-packed boys series!

Turbo Energy, a hugely powerful but often uncontrollable energy. Fortu-
nately, he meets Steel, an intergalactic alien war machine, who helps Max 
control his power, together becoming the world’s greatest superhero, Max 
Steel!

Duration 52 x 30’

Produced by Mattel Entertainment, FremantleMedia and Nerd Corps 
Entertainment

Commissioned by Disney XD
19



GET EVEN REBEL CHEER SQUAD - A GET EVEN SERIES

To everyone else at Bannerman Independent 
School, Kitty, Olivia, Bree and Margot have 
nothing in common: they move in different 
circles, come from different backgrounds 
and care about different things.

Except for the one thing that unites them – 
justice. Together, they form a secret group 
called D.G.M. to get back at school bullies 
and teachers alike. They Don’t Get Mad, they 
GET EVEN.

The old DGM might have left Bannerman 
School, but their spirit remains, and there’s 
still a need to get even, wrongs must be 
righted and injustice has to be fought. 

They vow to become the new DGM and 
find the person responsible. But it soon 
turns out that they face a much bigger 
danger than they could have possibly 

imagined. 
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Duration 
8 x 30’

Produced by
CBBC & Boat Rocke

Commissioned by 
BBC iPlayer, Netflix

Duration 
10 x 30’                    

Produced by 
CBBC & Boat Rocker 

Commissioned by 
BBC iPlayer, Netflix



LIFE WITH BOYS MY BABYSITTER’S A VAMPIRE

Duration 
40 x 30’

Produced by
Nelvana, Helion Productions

Commissioned by
YTV

Launched in over 100 territories this fast-paced 
action-comedy series is a strong ratings winner.

Follow Ethan and his buddies as they battle the 
first years at High School! However, there’s a 
catch, Ethan has a ‘babe-o-sitter’ who’s not only 
the hottie he’s crushing on at school – she’s a 
fledgling vampire!

Life With Boys explores the crazy life of Tess 
Foster as she grapples with being the only girl 
in an all-male household.

Whether she’s arguing with her brothers or 
soliciting their dating advice, testosterone 
rules the roost. Young audiences will relate to 
this “life-action” comedy that sheds light on 
many of life’s wacky moments.

Duration
26 x 30’ + 1 x 90’

Produced by
Fresh TV

Commissioned by
Teletoon, Disney Channel
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CURIOUS CRAFTING

Curious Crafting is a short form series about the joy of making art, 

how accessible art can be and how art can help kids understand 

themselves and the world around them. The series will stimulate that 

curiosity by encouraging viewers to see art in everyday objects like 

food containers or sandpaper.

Further encouraging that curiosity is Mandisa Watts, creator of the 

hugely popular toddlers activity website www.happytoddlerplaytime.com 

Mandisa will lead discussions with the crafters not only about their art, but 

around broader elements of crafting.

Duration
S1 : 40 x 3’ + 40 x 1’
S2 : 40 x 3’ + 40 x 1’ NEW

Produced by
Riverbank Pictures

Commissioned by
TVO
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LOST & FOUND MUSIC
STUDIOS
Watch young musical artists navigate the ups 
and downs of the music industry, as they find 
their way to love, inspiration, and redemption. 
Hearts will be broken, dreams will be dashed, 
and glory will be found.

Lost & Found Music Studios is a half hour tween 
series about a group of talented musicians who 
are members of an after-school music program. 
Each year, a select few are chosen to go on 
a live tour and hopeful candidates audition to 
fill the spots that have been made available. 
Members immerse themselves in music, write 
songs, record tracks and form bands in hopes 
of turning their passion into a profession!

Duration
27 x 30’

Produced by
Temple Street Productions

Commissioned by
Family Channel & Netflix
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A thousand years ago in the wild lands of the North lived 
a special little girl.

The trees and animals of the forest were her friends and 
playmates. Now travel back in time to join her games. 
Come and explore the wild with Gudrun The Viking 
Princess.

GUDRUN THE VIKING PRINCESS
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Duration 
S1: 10 x 5’
S2: 10 x 5’

Produced by 
Maramedia Ltd.

Commissioned by 
CBeebies

In this innovative and captivating blend of drama and 
natural history, we explore the magical world and wildlife 
of ancient China.  

Guided by her family and the people and animals she 
meets along the way, our Princess of the Wild encounters 
limitless adventure and fresh challenges at every turn. 

CHINESE PRINCESS MEETS THE WILD

Duration 
10 x 5’

Produced by 
Mandarian film



HUNGRY BRAIN

An edutainment series that delves into the 
fascinating revelations our world has to offer. 

Hungry Brain is jammed pack filled with top facts 
about history, science, sports, fashion, do-it-
yourself, recipes, animals, magic; each episode 
focuses on something kids should know about 
our world. Easily adaptable to any market, Hungry 
Brains is all about learning and having fun at the 
same time!

Duration
100 x 12’ 
500 x 2’

Produced by 
Trio Orange

Commissioned by 
TFO/TVO Kids
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SUPER GENIUS

HICCUP & SNEEZE

STELLA AND SAM

ELLA THE ELEPHANT OLLIE! THE BOY WHO BECAME WHAT HE ATE

Check more content on www.boatrockercontentsales.com

YOU’RE CALLED WHAT?!

IN-DEVELOPMENT



STELLA AND SAM

Check more content on www.boatrockercontentsales.com

IN-DEVELOPMENT



BAD KITTY

Bad Kitty is based on a series of American children’s 
books by Nick Bruel, about a housecat named Kitty, 
who often wreaks havoc about her owner’s home.

Duration
26 x 22’

Produced by
Boat Rocker
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HARTFORD

A brave little blue bunny called Hartford 
takes on the world (and his worries) in
a slice-of-life preschool comedy.

Duration
26 x 30’

Produced by
Industrial Brothers
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STUFFED 

Animated series all about the outrageous, 
curious, hilarious, and absurd adventures 
of a ragtag band of misfit plush toys and 
the irrepressible girl who drags them all 
over creation, in both the real world and 
the wonderous realms that spring forth 
from her fantasies. Together, they journey 
above the highest mountain, beneath the 
deepest ocean, beyond the edge of the 
galaxy, and occasionally to the kitchen 
floor for cookies.

Duration
TBD x 11’

Produced by
Boat Rocker 
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CONTACTS

Jon Rutherford
President, Global Rights, Franchise & Content Strategy, 
Boat Rocker Studios
jon@boatrocker.com

Kate Schlomann 
EVP, Head of Content Marketing, Brand Partnerships & 
Communications
kate.schlomann@boatrocker.com

Gia Delaney
SVP Global Sales, Kids & Family
gia@boatrocker.com

Jessica Watson
VP, Global Sales & Strategic Partnerships
jessica@boatrocker.com

Kelsey Griffin
Director, Global Sales & Creative Partnerships
kelsey@boatrocker.com

Esham Mirza
Manager, Global Sales
esham.mirza@boatrocker.com

Screening Portal: www.boatrockercontentsales.com
General inquiries: sales@boatrocker.com

Henry Or
SVP, Strategic Partnerships, Asia
henry@boatrocker.com

Fabien Ching
Senior Manager, Global Sales & Licensing, Asia
fabien@boatrocker.com



TORONTO

310 King Street East
Toronto, ON, Canada

M5A 1K6
T +1 416 591 0086

LONDON

44 Whitfield Street
London, UK
W1T 2RH

T +44 203 746 0850

HONG KONG

Millennium City 3
370 Kwun Tong Road
Kwun Tong, Kowloon,

Hong Kong
T +852 3759 1676

NEW YORK

215 Park Avenue South
New York, NY, USA 

10003
T +1 212 466 1500

LOS ANGELES

933 N. La Brea Ave
Los Angeles, CA, USA

90038
T +1 323 795 8010


